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Abstract
The wireless sensor networks are most important developers of machine-to-machine communication (M2M)
networks. In each node of sensor, transmission power is the most important energy consumption factor, which
is considered as the most important challenge for expansibility of M2M network. One strategy to cope with this
problem is topology control algorithm. This algorithm consists of two topology design and topology
maintenance phases. The focus of most works conducted in this field is on design topography. However,
topology maintenance should be also considered during the topology control design. To prolong network life
through the energy consumption management in the nodes, in this paper an algorithm is proposed which
considers both topology design and maintenance. The simulation results obtained using NS-2 simulator prove
innovation and higher performance of the proposed model.
Index Terms: Machine-to-Machine communication, Energy efficiency, Topology control.
© 2014 Published by MECS Publisher. Selection and/or peer review under responsibility of the Research
Association of Modern Education and Computer Science

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are utilized in different M2M networks such as intelligent networks, healthcare
monitoring, intelligent light control, house automation, and supervision systems. A strategy to deal with the
challenge of optimum source consumption is topology control algorithm, which is an effective method for
enhancing energy efficiency and prolonging network life. Topology control of this algorithm is performed as a
repeated process consisting of two topology design and topology maintenance steps. The main impetus behind
this topology is to develop an expansible topology through the source consumption management; in the second
part of this paper, the related works are reviews; third part introduces the proposed algorithm, which consist of
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topology design and topology maintenance; section 4 presents simulation results; finally, in section 5
conclusion of the conducted work is presented.
2. Related Works
M2M technology supports wireless communications between two machines. This emerging technology has
many applications for the potential new generation applications for improving network resource consumption
and reducing the operational costs of the network. Refs. [1,5] discusses shortest path selection routing and
different types of communication technologies using the applied intelligent network program for M2M
communications [2], as well as the challenges of M2M networks for a home energy management system within
an intelligent network, and adaptive portioning using the connectivity-based portioning approach (CPA) for
node timing and topology control in sensor networks. In addition, Sethu and Gerety studied topology control
steps for reducing the energy consumption by keeping the connections in the non-homogenous sensor networks
independent from sensor location. They performed their topology control for non-homogenous path error
propagation [4]. In Ref. [5] a topology control algorithm is proposed in the form of backbone structure.
Through this efficient algorithm, in the topology design phase of the proposed algorithm the transmitted
messages for making an efficient algorithm are reduced; so that the proposed algorithm is considered as an
efficient method. The authors of this work tried to improve topology control phase [5]. In Ref. [6] the topology
control algorithm of Smart Boundary Yao Gabriel Graph (SBYaoGG) is introduced. The main applications of
this algorithm is for control of consumed energy and reducing the mediate in wireless network sensors [6]. In
Refs. [7,8] a hierarchical routing algorithm was proposed for multiple node sink, as well as a procedure for
collecting the general data [7]. Moreover, in Ref. 8 a topology was designed which is able to decrease the
number of coordinators without any change in network links. This reduction in number of coordinates reduces
the average work cycle and, consequently, prolonged life for energy consumption [8].
3. Proposed Algorithm
As previously mentioned, transmission power is the most important factor for energy consumption in every
sensor node, which is considered among the expansibility of M2M network. By having an algorithm for control
of consumed energy of the network, it is possible to prolong network life, and reduce its energy consumption.
Designing such algorithm would consequently result in an expansible network. Therefore, our goal is realized
if each sensor node can adjust its topology for energy save via adjusting the transmission power by selecting
the parent node which is directly link to. Here, parent node is called to a node that necessarily have a child and
itself can be a child of another parent or linked to sink node.
Once the topology phase is created, the topology maintenance phase initiates in each sensor node. The nodes
of M2M network can be suddenly displaced or power on and off. This functions result in categorization of
these nodes into: 1. Nodes with limited supply source which are constantly on; 2. Nodes with limited supply
source which are intermittently on and off; 3. Nodes with unlimited supply source which are constantly on; and
4 nodes with unlimited supply source which are intermittently on and off. Considering these categories, the
parent of each sensor node is required to be adjusted in its appropriate time. Therefore, the maintenance phase
monitors the topology situation and creates topology design phase, if needed. This cycle is repeated for a
considerable share of network life until the energy is completely depleted.
3.1. Proposed Network Model
The home-based M2M network consists of one external network and several subnets. The external network
is a central home gat for management of the entire network, collecting the data from entire network, and
connection of home network to the outside world (internet). Figure 1 illustrates this structure.
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Fig 1. Subnets of home-based M2M network.

Each subnet works in self-organization mode and is designed for a specific application. Subnets are linked
together based on IEEE-802.15.4 protocol [9][10].
Based on the mentioned points, now it is assumed that N equal sensors are randomly distributed in a given
environment, where grid graph is presented as G(R,E) in which R and E are a set of nodes and communication
links, respectively. For instance, the distance between two sensor nodes z and r is represented as d(r,z). Each
sensor node can regulate its power to communicate with other nodes. To obtain the relationship and
computation of transmission power ρtx (z), it must be noted that several parameters affect transmission power.
One of these parameters is distance and another is threshold level. Moreover, it is known that transmission
power have a direct exponential relationship with distance, which is named as x in the following equation
which is indeed path loss factor. This exponential function varies in the range of 2 to 5, which means that to
compute transmission power, the distance between sensor nodes, z and r must have a 2 to 5 exponent and then
be multiplied to the threshold level.
Transmission power of node r to node z = threshold power × d(r,z)x

(1)

To build local graph, each sensor node can send and deliver Hello messages with maximum power for
finding neighbor nodes, N (z). Based on Eq. 1, ρmin(r,z) presents minimum power needed for sending one
packed from r to z, Therefore, according to N(z) and ρmmin(r,z), node z can have a sub-local graph. Here,
ρmin indicates the remaining energy in node z. Transmission power lever, ρpi (z) can be maximum or in the
range between minimum to maximum in the entire network. Connection tree topology in the network is made
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of different nodes and optimum transmission power level. By analyzing the characteristics of the sensors, two
classifications are possible in terms of the energy considerations: 1. If node z have unlimited supply source,
transmission power level would be “decrease order” type; 2. If the supply source is limited (limited battery),
transmission power level is “increaser order” type. In the short distances, transmission power costs are reduced,
while, the system life is prolonged. To obtain power transmission levels, node z finds node r with maximum
remaining energy and shortest path. The short path indicates number of “hops”, where Hop Count (z) is greater
than or equal to Hop Count(r) in this algorithm.
3.2. Topology Design for the Proposed Model
Topology control creates a compatible network for improving energy storage and a prolonged network life
through the network adjustment. In the topology design step, the low energy consumption topological feature
contributes formation of dynamic topological structures for keeping connections in the network. Now, to
develop a tree topology, each sensor creates a local graph (containing all neighboring nodes with maximum
transmission power) and selects one of neighboring nodes as parent node, P (z). Selection of parent node is
based on the maximum remaining energy. Therefore, a tree-based backbone can be developed for data
transmission. Now, based on different types of mentioned nodes for M2M, each node is assumed as a sensor.
As previously mentioned, the sensors in M2M network can be classified into four groups, where some of them
(groups 2 and 4) are mobile. Considering characteristics of different sensors, an energy consumption topology
is required to be designed for prolonging system life and providing the needs of practical program in M2M
network.
3.3. Steps of Designing the Proposed Topology
Figure 2 presents the steps of design phase for better eligibility using a flowchart.

Fig 2. Design phase flowchart
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In the following lines, the algorithm for phase design is shown:
1- Let ρrm(i) be the remaining power of node i
Let's be the Sink node
Let HC (i) be the hop count from node i to s in the tree
2- Set P(s) == ∅
3- For every node z ≠ s:
4- Set local graph of node z: Gz (N (z), L (z)) where N (z) ∈ N and L(z) ∈ E
5- For all x ∈ N(z) then
if HC(r) ≤ HC(z)
Set P (z) = r
# Parent Selection by Energy remaining criteria
6- If ρrm(r) == ∞ and no-loop (z,r) == 0 then
7- Set P (z) = r
# Node z send data to P(z) with minimum transmission power
8- Set ρtx (z) = ρmin (P(z), z)
9- Else
# determines power level for increase and decrease order
If ρrm (z) == ∞ then
10- If ρpl (z) in decrease order and
11- If HC(r) ≤ HC (z) then
Set P (z) = Max {ρrm(r)}
12- Set ρtx (z) = ρmin (P(z), z)
13- End if
14- Else
15- If ρtx (z) in increase order
16- If HC(r) ≤ HC (z) then
17- Set P (z) = argmax {ρrm(r)}
Set ρtx (z) = ρmin (P (z), z)
18- End if
19- End If
20- End if
21- If P (z) = ∅ then
22- Set P (z) = Max {ρrm(r)}
23- End If
24- Trigger topology maintenance Algorithm
Lines 1 to 4 of this algorithm indicates initial value assignment, where each sensor node creates a local graph.
In line 5, to prevent routing loop, the hop number smaller or equal than sink node is used. In this way, selection
of parent node depends on node number less than sink node. In lines 6 to 8, node of z sensor takes a neighbor
node with unlimited energy supply as parent node. After selecting the parent nodes, the nodes can transmit data
with minimum transmission power. In lines 9-12, if sensor node z has unlimited energy source, the
transmission lever is decrease order. In this state, the sensor node can transmit data packets with maximum
consumption power using an unlimited energy supply. In line 15, if sensor node z has limited (battery) supply
source, transmission power takes the increase order form. In lines 16 and 17, for transmission power level,
node z finds node r with maximum remaining energy and shortest path. In lines 21 and 22, if there is no parent
node, then the node with shortest path to sink node and maximum remaining energy would be assigned as the
parent node. In Line 24, topology maintenance process is run. Then, the number of hops up to sink node (hop
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count, HC) is determined for each sensor node. Next, using the field based routing method, sink node
distributes hop counts in the network and the nodes selected the shortest path based on the hop counts up to
sink node [11].
The main purpose of this process is to design and develop a reliable topology with low energy consumption.
Therefore, if node r close to node z has maximum remaining energy, node z can select node r as parent if it has
minimum hop count up to sink node and a secure path in terms of energy level. In other words, during selection
of parent node, the first priority is with less hop count up to sink node, and the second priority is the maximum
remaining energy up of the path up to sink node. Here, the remaining energy of the path is energy of the nodes
with transfer transmission traffic up to sink node. Moreover, it is not required to adjust the entire topology, and
modifying the part related to the given node suffices.
3.4. Maintenance Phase of the Proposed Topology
The main goal of topology design is to produce a topology for energy consumption management.
Maintenance topology is defined as a process which alternatively restore and reconstruct the topology of the
present network whenever the efficiency of the present topology is dropped. Therefore, the mechanism of
maintenance topology results in creation of a new topology for energy consumption management of the sensor
nodes and prolonging the network life. According the previous works, it can be stated that in a wireless sensor
network, the data traffic load is not constantly distributed on the nodes in a unified mode. For example, sensors
which have one node distance from sink node, carry a heavy load which reduces network life and efficiency in
long run. This imbalance between the nodes’ energy develops bottleneck effect around the sink node [15,16].
which is among the most important problems for life length of wireless sensor networks. To analyze this
problem one can use the results of pervious works, as well as applying dynamic “on the fly” topology
maintenance techniques [12]. The dynamic topology mechanisms involve many advantages, as they are used
for energy consumption optimization topology in sensor networks.
3.5. Steps for Running the Proposed Maintenance Topology
Figure 3 presents the steps of maintenance topology for better eligibility in the form of a flowchart.

Fig 3. Flowchart of topology maintenance phase
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In the following lines, the algorithm of maintenance phase is presented:
1- Broadcast beacon message to neighbor N (z)
2- Receive beacon message from each neighbor N (z)
3- If P (z) is lost then
4- Trigger Topology Reconstruction Algorithm
5- End If
6- If ρrm (A (z)) = ∞ then
7- Trigger Topology Reconstruction Algorithm
8- End If
9- If ρrm (P (z)) < ρrm (A (z)) then
10- Trigger Topology Reconstruction Algorithm
11- End If
Lines 1 and 2 of this topology indicate that node z broadcasts beacon message to its neighboring node, N (z)
during the maintenance topology phase. Similarly, each sensor node can deliver beacon message from its
neighbor. The beacon packets transmitted to the neighboring nodes contain the following information:
Src: is used for identification of each packet;
Energy state: indicates remaining energy of each node;
Parent node: is an index which shows whether the node is linked to sink or not;
Hop count: is the number of wireless links in path from sink node to the given node; and
PS (power supply) state: which represents power supply of each node and whether the supply is limited or
unlimited.
In line 3, each node can gather the information of neighbors through the beacon packets. In line 4-12, each
node uses three decision making rules for making new topology structure:
1.
2.

3.

If parent node of a sensor is deactivated, the given sensor node must select another parent based on
the mentioned procedure.
If a sensor node with unlimited energy is linked to the network, it should introduce itself as a node
with unlimited node, so that other nodes can select it as parent, on one hand, and this parent node is
linked to sink node or other sensor node with unlimited energy supply, on the other hand.
If z sensor node is linked to a sensor node with unlimited energy source, there is no need for parent
change unless the parent node is not deactivated. But if z sensor node is linked to a node with limited
energy supply, once the remaining energy of parent node is less than that of alternative node, A (z),
parent node should be changed. Thus, the alternative node selects a sensor node with unlimited
energy or with higher remaining energy as the parent sensor node.

Through the maintenance topology process, each sensor node makes topology using one of these three rules.
4. Simulation Results
In this section, effects and results of the proposed algorithm are presented and compared. Simulations were
carried out using the NS-2 software. Table 1 presents simulation parameters.
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Table 1: Values of Parameters for simulation

Simulator
Routing protocol

NS2 2.34
AODV

Simulation
duration(Sec)
Simulation area

20, 40, 60, 80, 100

Number of nodes

100

Transmission
range
Movement

10 m

1000m X 1000m

Chain topology

Queue Size

100

Packet rate

4 packets/sec

Traffic type

CBR (UDP)

Data payload

512 bytes/packet

Figure 4 presents network life length measurements using or remaining energy of the network from the
moment that first sensor triggers transmission process. As expected, the proposed algorithm has higher
remaining energy as compared to the uncontrolled method.
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Figure 5 illustrates the proposed algorithm in terms of packet delivery ratio (PDR) of healthy packets for
different times.

Packet deliver ratio
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Fig 5. Packet delivery ratio.

As shown in the figure, PDR is higher for specific times.
Figure 6 presents throughput of the network. The proposed algorithm indicates a very good throughput at the
beginning stages, but at time proceeds the throughput of the network is lowered. However, the network
indicates an acceptable overall performance.
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Fig 6. Throughput.
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As shown in Figure 7 normalized routing load involves a better performance.
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Fig 7. Normalized routing load.

Considering the strict algorithms about using the hop in proposed algorithm, Figure 8 unexpectedly shows
that the applied hops in the proposed method have better behavior as compared to the uncontrolled method.
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Figure 9 indicates that at the simulation time increases, packet loss does not significantly change and a
continuously acceptable behavior is observed.
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Fig 9. Packet loss

5. Conclusion
Machine to machine communication (M2M) is a new technology for communication between network-based
equipment without human involvement. As implied by the performance of this communications, a large
number of machines with various performances would be connected to this network in the few coming years
[13], introducing an important challenge for expansibility of M2M networks. One of the agents playing a key
role in these communications is wireless sensor networks (WSN) [14]. In this research some investigations
were conducted for improving the expansibility of M2M networks through the topology control of WSNs and it
was observed that the previous works are majorly focus on design topology. However, the topology
maintenance should be also considered during the topology control design. Therefore, in this work an algorithm
was proposed for prolonging system life though the energy consumption management, which focuses on both
topology design and maintenance phases. The simulation results prove that the proposed algorithm not only
prolong network life, but also effectively enhance network service quality.
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